Abstract-We propose using genetic algorithms to numerically optimize optical band-pass filters (OBFs) for inverted and noninverted wavelength conversion based on semiconductor optical amplifiers. A fourth order Hermite-Gaussian sum series is used to describe the filter transfer function. Signal eye openings greater than 30 dB are obtained for both inverted and noninverted output signals. The dependence of the eye opening, overshoot and pulse amplitude fluctuation on variations in the filter center frequency and bandwidth is explored. We find that for an optimized eye opening in the noninverted signal the filter should be detuned towards lower frequency with respect to the probe frequency. Finally, we show that the optimum filter transfer function obtained with the genetic algorithm can be approximated with good agreement using an asymmetric Mach-Zehnder interferometer combined with a Gaussian OBF.
I. INTRODUCTION

W
AVELENGTH conversion has been investigated extensively in the past several years as it will play an important role in future wavelength division multiplexing optical networks [1] . Wavelength conversion techniques based on semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOA), promising due to their large nonlinearities and potential for integration, have attracted considerable attention [2] . However, relatively long carrier lifetimes (typically tens to hundreds of picoseconds) result in significant pattern effects limitting the maximum pattern-effect-free bit rate.
Different approaches have been proposed to reduce the pattern effects in high-speed SOA-based wavelength converters [3] - [6] demonstrating operation speeds as high as 320 Gbit/s. All these similar techniques can be generalized as a structure composed of a SOA followed by an optical filter, which has been investigated by different groups [7] , [8] . The filter transfer function is critical in determining the output signal quality and, to the best of our knowledge, it is unknown which is the optimum filter transfer function that can produce large output signal eye openings with reduced overshoot or pulse amplitude fluctuations.
In this paper we propose the use of genetic algorithms to optimize the filter transfer function used for inverted and noninverted wavelength conversion. We investigate the effect of variations in the filter center frequency and bandwidth on the output signal quality and show that the optimum filter can be implemented experimentally using an asymmetric Mach-Zehnder interferometer combined with a Gaussian optical band-pass filter (OBF). We find output signal eye openings greater than 30 dB for both inverted and noninverted outputs and the latter is more robust against variations in the filter transfer function.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we briefly introduce the model and method used in our simulations and the criteria used to evaluate the filters during the optimization. The optimization results are given in Section III followed by a comparison between the optimum filter and the AMZI plus OBF approximation to the optimum filter in Section IV. Finally, our results are discussed in Section V and an overall summary is given in Section VI.
II. SIMULATION AND OPTIMIZATION
We first model SOA-based wavelength conversion at 160 Gbit/s using the setup shown in Fig. 1 and use the output from this model as the input to the genetic algorithm (GA) filter optimization. Note that, during the optimization of the filters, the SOA output, which is the input to the GA, does not change.
The filter following the SOA in Fig. 1 converts the chirp dynamics experienced by the probe signal during copropagation in the SOA with a modulated pump signal into amplitude modulation. This can be exploited to perform ultrafast wavelength conversion since the chirp dynamics evolve within the pump pulse duration [7] , [9] . If one replaces the continuous-wave probe with a clock pulse at subrate, this setup can be used for demultiplexing as in [10] , where the output is inverted. 
A. Wavelength Conversion
An extended bulk SOA rate equation model [11] is used to simulate wavelength conversion at 160 Gbit/s. The model includes ultrafast carrier dynamics such as spectral hole burning, two photon absorption and carrier heating. In addition, gain dispersion and group velocity dispersion are also taken into account in a similar fashion as that in [12] . A finite-difference beam propagation method (FD-BPM) [12] is adopted to integrate the electrical field equation. The SOA has a strained bulk active region length of 250 m and an active volume of 50 m . Further details of the SOA model can be found in [11] . The calculations are performed for 160 mA injection current. The model has shown good agreement with experimental results when it was used to simulate the gain recovery dynamics [9] .
Following an initial stabilization process of the SOA, 64 bits from a pseudorandom bit sequence of length 2 1 are used to generate pump pulses at 1566 nm wavelength with 5 fJ input energy and 1.5-ps duration, which are then wavelength converted onto a continuous wave probe at 1550-nm wavelength with 10 mW input power. The output from the SOA, which is composed of the pump and probe light combined, is then used as the input to the filter optimization algorithm.
B. Genetic Algorithms
For a given signal spectrum , the ideal filter transfer function can be obtained by dividing the signal spectrum by the spectrum of the desired ideal signal [7] , i.e.,
However, one can see that such a filter only gives the desired ideal results for the given signal . Since any other signal would have a different spectrum, one would need a different filter for each converted signal, which is unsuitable for real time telecommunications applications. In this paper, we aim to find a single optimum filter that is suitable for different converted signals. To do this, we propose the use of a GA to optimize the filter transfer function for SOA-based wavelength conversion, and therefore the output signal.
GAs are a multiparameter optimization technique used in evolutionary computing, inspired by Darwin's theory of evolution, to solve problems by an evolutionary process resulting in a best solution [13] , [14] . An initial population is randomly created consisting of a number of individuals where each individual is composed of several chromosomes. The chromosomes are composed of a binary sequence and represent the different parameters that are to be optimized. Each individual is then evaluated based on given criteria and given a fitness score. Based on this fitness score, the strongest individuals are selected for mating and the weaker ones die off and are removed from the population. During the mating, there is an exchange of different parts of the binary sequence composing the parent individuals and there is also the possibility that a mutation occurs. The mating continues until the population reaches its original size and then the whole selection procedure is repeated. Repeating the selection and reproduction processes leads to the evolution of the population and eventually, after sufficiently long time, to the best solution. The main advantage of using GAs over other optimization techniques is their ability to avoid local solutions and find good solutions quickly even for difficult search spaces. They are very well suited for nonlinear problems and can manipulate many parameters simultaneously. Finally, the searching mechanism is intrinsically parallel and does not require information about the path taken to arrive at a given point. Hence, GAs can sample the solution space in multiple directions and find solutions that may otherwise be ignored as they may not be in the current search path [13] .
To optimize the filter transfer function we use a common GA technique with a population size of 100 individuals, and a probability of jump mutation, cross-over and creep mutation of 0.02, 0.5, and 0.04, respectively. The difference between the jump and creep mutations is that in the former a parameter, represented by a chromosome, can take any random value within the parameter range whereas in the latter a chromosome also takes a random value but which is, in this case, only one increment away from its parent value [13] , [14] . In both cases, the mutated chromosome is different to the parents' corresponding chromosome. The combination of a Gaussian and Hermite sum series gives freedom to the GA to generate a band-pass filter with a sufficiently arbitrary shape. Hence, a fourth-order Hermite-Gaussian sum series given by (2) describes the filter transfer function , where is the frequency and is the th order Hermite polynomial with coefficient . For simplicity, we refer to and as the filter center frequency detuning (relative to the probe frequency ) and bandwidth, respectively. However, the Hermite polynomial series may cause the actual center frequency and bandwidth of the filter to differ. Since it is possible to approximate a filter with a linear phase response to a given amplitude response [15] , we assume a linear phase response, which simply causes a delay in the signal. A nonlinear phase response would cause the output signal to drift in time and distinguishing 0 and 1 bits becomes nontrivial. The GA is used to optimize the filter center frequency, bandwidth and coefficients, represented by the chromosomes; and therefore the filter's amplitude transfer function, to give maximum eye opening and minimum overshoot (pulse amplitude fluctuation) for the inverted (noninverted) signal, i.e., the fitness evaluation criteria.
C. Filter Evaluation
For the inverted signal, we define the eye opening (EO) as the logarithm of the minimum ratio between the inverted zero power level and the inverted one power level, i.e., dB
and the overshoot (OS) as dB (4) The OS corresponds to the portion of the inverted signal with a power level that is higher than the inverted zero level. For the noninverted signal the eye opening is given by the logarithm of the minimum ratio between the noninverted one power level and the noninverted zero power level, i.e., dB (5) and the pulse amplitude fluctuation is given by the standard deviation of the maxima of the 1 bits, i.e.,
where is the total number of 1 bits and the sum is over all 1 bits. In (3)- (6), is the average power, the 0 (1) superscript indicates a 0 (1) bit, the "min" ("max") subscript indicates the minimum (maximum) power level of a particular bit, and the "min()" ["max()"] operator gives the minimum (maximum) value of a particular power level. The PAF are also known as pattern effects and are caused by the amplifier's gain not recovering fully before the arrival of each pulse.
To evaluate the fitness of a given individual, we calculate the the fitness function (7) for inverted output, and (8) for noninverted output. In (7) and (8), , , and are weight factors that are used to give the EO, OS, and PAF, respectively, different importance. We scan over the full range of weight factors, i.e., between zero and one in steps of 0.05 with and , to determine which values make the GA evolve to give the best EO, OS, and PAF. , , and are normalization coefficients used to ensure that EO, OS, and PAF have comparable orders of magnitude. These are obtained by allowing the GA to evolve to give maximum EO regardless of the value of OS or PAF, or minimum OS or PAF regardless of the value of EO.
D. Implementation Feasibility
Finally, to determine the feasibility of implementing the optimum filter experimentally, we approximate the amplitude transfer function of an asymmetric Mach-Zehnder interferometer (AMZI), which has a delay in one arm and a phase bias in the other, combined with a Gaussian OBF, which is given by (9) to the optimum filter transfer function obtained with the GA by changing the delay and the phase bias in the AMZI, and the center frequency and bandwidth of the OBF. In fact, such a set-up has been used to perform regenerative all-optical wavelength conversion at 160 Gbit/s [5] , [9] , [16] .
Note that the phase response of the AMZI is staircase-like, i.e., it is linear with a periodic -phase drop at every point of minimum transmission, which is similar to the ideal phase response found in [7] . However, as will be seen later, the filtered output signal spectrum remains within two such minimum transmission points and, therefore, this -phase jump does not affect the output signal. This is consistent with [8] where it is found that supressing one of the sidebands leads to a filter equalizer function that is independent of the filter phase response. Hence, we believe that our linear phase response approximation remains valid.
III. OPTIMIZATION RESULTS
The results of the optimum filter transfer functions for inverted and noninverted output signals obtained using the GA are given in this section. First, we show details of the evolution of the population and then we investigate the output signal quality, based on the EO, OS, and PAF; dependence on changes in the filter center frequency and bandwidth.
A. Filter Evolution
Figs. 2 and 3 show the evolution of the best filter in the population at different generations for inverted and noninverted output signals, respectively. The filter spectra shown in the figures are relative to the input probe wavelength of 1550 nm as indicated. For clarity, only the most significant best filters of those generations at which there is an improvement of the best filter are shown. As the optimum filter evolves the transfer functions become very similar making them difficult distinguish. Full details of the best filter coefficients' evolution can be obtained from Tables I and II in the appendix. One can see that initially, while the filter transfer function is far from optimal, Fig. 3 . Evolution of the best filter amplitude transfer function, at different generations where the filter improves, for a noninverted output signal.
TABLE I FILTER COEFFICIENTS' EVOLUTION FOR INVERTED OUTPUT
the filter can change considerably from one improvement to the next. However, as the population evolves there is less room for improvement and the changes observed are minor adjustments to the filter transfer function. This can be interpreted as an initial coarse tuning of the filter over short periods of time with a subsequent fine tuning over long periods of time. This can also be seen from Fig. 4 where the evolution of the EO and OS (PAF) for the inverted (noninverted) output signal is given. These are obtained using the best filter at a particular generation where the filter improves. Interestingly, the coarse tuning of the filter is, in both cases, complete after only nine generations. However, the fine tuning process for the noninverted output signal has more intermediate steps than for the inverted output. It is important to note that already in the first generation, filters with good performance are generated. This is due to the large population used, which ensures fast convergence towards the optimum solution as can be seen from the quick completion of the coarse tuning. It is worth continuing to fine tune after this stage since EO improvements of more than 8 dB can be achieved for both the inverted and noninverted output signals. Fig. 5 shows the optimized filters for the inverted and noninverted signals together with the signal spectrum before and after the filter. For the inverted signal the filter is detuned by THz ( 3.84 nm) and has a bandwidth of 0.222 THz (1.78 nm). For the noninverted signal the filter is detuned by THz (4.01 nm) and has a bandwidth of 0.193 THz (1.55 nm). An important feature to note is that for the inverted output, the dip in the corresponding filter's transfer function is detuned from the probe, whereas for noninverted output the dip coincides with the probe supressing it considerably. This agrees with the ideal filters found in [7] . Fig. 6 is used to compare the GA-optimized filters with the best filter in the first generation, which is randomly generated, and a simple Gaussian band-pass filter. The corresponding eye diagrams for the inverted and noninverted signals after propagating through the filters in Fig. 6 are shown in Fig. 7 . Using the GA-optimized filter, the inverted signal EO can be improved considerably from 0.488 dB [ Fig. 7(c) ] to 31.1 dB [ Fig. 7(a) ], at the expense of introducing a 2.47 dB overshoot [ Fig. 7(a) ]. We found, by giving different weight factors to the EO and OS, that the GA evolves to either a maximum EO or a minimum OS and that an intermediate solution offering a large EO with low OS was not possible. We give the EO more importance and therefore only show the results for the optimized EO. For Fig. 7(a) , weight factors of 0.95 and 0.05 for the EO and OS, respectively, were used. Similarly, we found that the PAF of the noninverted signal did not change considerably regardless of the weighting factors used. However, using the GA-optimized filter it is possible to remove the sub-pulse obtained with the Gaussian band-pass filter, with which it could only be removed using very narrow bandwidth and large detuning resulting in an output peak power lower than 5 W. The EO is improved from 9.63 dB [ Fig. 7(f) ] to 33.1 dB [ Fig. 7(d) ] and the PAF degrades from 0.0357 [ Fig. 7(f) ] to 0.0414 [ Fig. 7(d) ] with weight factors of 0.35 and 0.65 for the EO and PAF, respectively. Different weight factors could be used to obtain a better PAF but the decrease in EO was considerably larger than the PAF improvement. 
B. Optimum Filters
C. Filter Tolerance
We investigate the effect on the output signal EO, OS and PAF due to variations in the optimum filters' center frequency and bandwidth to determine the flexibility and tolerance in the fabrication and utilization of the filter.
It is interesting to note in Fig. 5 that the filters' center frequency for the inverted and noninverted signals are detuned from the probe's center frequency in opposite directions. Fig. 8 shows how the EO, OS and PAF change as a function of the filters' detuning. One can see that for both the inverted and noninverted signals, there are two peaks of maximum EO almost symmetrically around the probe signal frequency. The difference in modulation depth of the chirp dynamics [7] , [9] results in this slight asymmetry. For the noninverted signal the peak at higher frequency is wider than that at lower frequency, which is consistent with experiments [4] , [9] where a filter detuned towards high frequency gives less PAF and it is also easier to obtain a large EO. However, this is not optimum for EO. We find that detuning towards lower frequency [ 0.50 THz (4.13 nm)] offers a larger EO with similar PAF. If PAF is given a larger weight factor the optimum filter is then detuned towards higher frequency. For THz nm and THz nm in Fig. 8(a) , and THz nm THz nm in Fig. 8(b) , the signal changes from being inverted to noninverted and vice-versa, respectively, making it difficult to define the EO, OS, and PAF. Fig. 9 shows the dependence of the EO, OS, and PAF on the filter bandwidth. The inverted signal's quality is strongly dependent on the filter bandwidth since the EO decreases rapidly away from the optimum bandwidth. For the noninverted signal the EO decreases slowly, in particular, for larger bandwidths. For bandwidths THz nm , the filter is sufficiently broad to allow part of the pump signal to interfere with the probe and the converted output signal is significantly distorted. The inverted signal changes to being noninverted when the filter bandwidth THz nm . These results and those on Fig. 8 show that the noninverted signal is less sensitive to changes in the filter center frequency and bandwidth.
Finally, we tested the optimized filters using a different bit sequence such that the signal spectrum prior to the filter is different. In this case we found that the change in EO, OS, and PAF was negligible.
IV. AMZI PLUS GAUSSIAN FILTER
Having found optimum filters for inverted and noninverted output signals we now approximate the amplitude transfer function of the filters using a known experimental setup, i.e., combining an AMZI and an OBF. Fig. 10 shows the filter transfer functions for the optimum filters obtained with the GA together with those for the AMZI and OBF filter. One can see that it is possible to approximate the AMZI plus OBF filter transfer function to that of the optimum GA filter with good agreement, in particular, near the probe wavelength. In addition, the output spectra in Fig. 5 are to one side of the dip in the corresponding filter. Hence, the -phase jump in an AMZI filter's phase response, which occurs at the dip, is not significant. For the inverted output signal, the AMZI has a phase bias and delay ps. For the noninverted output signal, the overall approximation is not as good as the AMZI plus OBF filter transfer function deviates from the optimum GA filter away from the probe, especially for longer wavelengths. In this case, the AMZI delay is ps and the phase bias is . In both cases, the OBF has the same center frequency and bandwidth as the Gaussian function in the corresponding GA-optimized filter. Using the AMZI and OBF filter, one obtains an EO of 31.0 dB and an OS of 2.48 dB for the inverted signal, and an EO of 31.7 dB and a PAF of 0.0412 for the noninverted signal.
The sensitivity of the AMZI plus OBF filter with respect to changes in the center frequency and bandwidth is similar to the results shown in Figs. 8 and 9 , respectively, for the GA-optimized filter. The filter for inverted output signal is very sensitive to variations in the phase and shows a qualitatively similar behaviour of the EO and OS as that shown in Fig. 9(a) . The delay, on the other hand, can vary over a range of 0.44 ps with a reduction of 3 dB in the EO and an increase of 0.5 dB in the OS. The AMZI plus OBF filter for noninverted output signal is significantly less sensitive to changes in the phase and the delay. The former can be tuned over a range of and the delay over a range of 0.77 ps for a 3 dB reduction in EO. In both cases, the variation in PAF is very small and changes only by less than 6.0%. These ranges may be increased with rather tedious adjustments of combinations of the delay, phase, center frequency and bandwidth. However, we found that the improvement in the range, over independent adjustments of the variables, was minimal.
V. DISCUSSION When using GAs, one would ideally allow the population to evolve for an infinite number of generations to have the certainty that the best overall solution has been obtained rather than a local optimum solution. However this is not practical and one has to decide when to stop the evolution of the population. The evolution of the filters' center frequency, bandwidth and coefficients (see Tables I and II in the Appendix) suggests that the filter transfer function for the inverted output may still improve with further evolution of the population. On the other hand, one can see from Figs. 2-4 that further evolution of the filter results in minor adjustments away from the probe wavelength giving small improvements in the EO and OS. Hence, we believe that allowing the population to evolve further would not result in significant modifications nor improvements of the filter amplitude transfer function.
Due to the relatively slow gain recovery in SOAs, one may expect the eye diagrams to be partially closed at the bit rate considered [7] . However, using an OBF one can exploit the ultrafast chirp dynamics to give the large eye openings shown in Fig. 7 .
One can see from Fig. 6 that the filter optimization occurs at the expense of output signal power due to the large detuning of the OBF from the probe. Hence, the output signal is subject to noise. This can be overcome to give an error-free output, at the expense of reduced optical signal-to-noise ratio, by amplifying the output signal at the optimized OBF output and then filtering the noise [9] .
The delays obtained for the AMZI are shorter than the pulse duration, contrary to what is used in [8] . However, this results in a small differential phase between the signals in the two arms of the AMZI. As a result, the relationship between the phase bias and the output signal's polarity (inverted or noninverted) agrees with the analytic approximation derived in [8] , i.e., gives an inverted output and a noninverted signal. Finally, one can achieve improved EO for the noninverted output by detuning the filter further away from the probe towards longer wavelengths. In doing so, one is esentially collecting more light from the pump signal and the output signal is distorted due to interference effects. In addition, the process of wavelength conversion becomes meaningless since one has input and output signals at the same wavelength. Hence, to avoid interference with the pump light and four wave mixing components, we restrict the allowed center frequency and bandwidth range that the GA may scan to THz THz nm nm and THz THz nm nm .
VI. CONCLUSION
We used GAs to optimize numerically the filter transfer function used in inverted and noninverted wavelength conversion. We explored the dependence of the signal quality on variations in the filter center frequency and bandwidth and found that the noninverted signal quality was less sensitive to variations in the filter properties. In this case, the filter, optimized for maximum EO, was detuned from the probe signal towards lower frequency. Furthermore, we found eye openings greater than 30 dB for the inverted and noninverted signals and the latter was more robust to variations in the filter's transfer function. For the inverted signal, the overshoot could not be removed without reducing the eye opening significantly. Finally, we showed that the optimum filters obtained with the GA can be approximated with good agreement using an AMZI combined with an OBF.
APPENDIX
The evolution of the center frequency (in terahertz), bandwidth (in terahertz) and coefficients of the Hermite-Gaussian sum series that describes the filter transfer function is given in Tables I and II for reference. Note that the variable values are only given for a generation where an improvement of the filter transfer function has been achieved.
